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Technology Tips and Tricks If you have taught the same course for a 

few quarters, you may have come across repeated questions asked frequently by 
students. A list of frequently asked questions with the answers can be created and 
posted in the Carmen® course. By creating a tab for “FAQs” on the navigation bar, 
students can easily view the list of questions. If a student asks one of the questions, 
you can immediately direct him/her to the FAQ tab. The FAQ tab can also be used to 
list a set of important questions. Once you create an FAQ for a course, it can be easily 
copied into another course. The FAQs can be added, deleted and edited anytime. 

The steps to adding FAQs are simple: 

1. Collect your list of frequently asked questions. 
2. Log into your Carmen® course as an instructor. 
3. Add FAQs to the navigation bar. 
4. Click on FAQ and the options will show. 
5. Create FAQ categories. 
6. Add questions and answers to the page. 

For more detailed instructions, Debra Hoover can help you. Call for an appointment 
at 7-1236, or refer to the help menu in Carmen®.  

Instructional Development Specialist Search The Title III staff, 

Advisory Committee and a few invited faculty members are actively engaged in placing the 
right candidate in the Instructional Development Specialist position. We are seeking 
someone with at least a Master’s degree in Instructional Development, Instructional 
Technologies or related fields, who can help with continuing to move courses to Carmen® , 
assist faculty in using Carmen® , provide software training, and offer support as we move 
more courses to an online environment. The job requires the right combination of 
knowledge, experience, patience, enthusiasm and interest in keeping up with an 
ever-changing landscape of technological possibilities. The application process includes a 
rigorous interview and a presentation. As candidates are invited to campus, Title III will 
notify the campus community of the presentation times and locations for all faculty to 
attend. The search committee will act quickly but thoroughly in reviewing candidates and 
selecting the best person for this position. 
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Faculty Needs Survey During spring Quarter, many faculty participated in a 

faculty needs survey individually or in focus groups with Dr. Debra Hoover. The survey 
indicated that all faculty who participated perceived a computer with internet access, a 
projector and screen as a need. These basics are widely available in classrooms and in some 
labs at the ATI campus. Some faculty saw these as their only needs, although they also 
preferred to use the wireless presenter. A few faculty preferred to use the whiteboard. A 
larger number of faculty, though, added preferences for a variety of technologies to add to 
their instructional resources. Some named document cameras and Smartboards®. Those 
who were familiar with the newer Sympodiums® and Airliners® expressed an interest in 
incorporating the newer hardware devices into their teaching. Some expressed an interest in 
digital photography. Several faculty named items specific to their fields, such as devices used 
in engineering or software used specifically to help with livestock management.  
 
Faculty expressed a need for additional training with software and hardware that they 
already have access to. Specific training needs mentioned were Carmen®, digital 
photography, Microsoft Office 2007®, document cameras, Smartboards®, and podcasting. 
 
When asked about room arrangement, many faculty expressed dissatisfaction with the metal 
carts that hold computers in labs. Others expressed an interest in more space for notes and 
instructional materials than can currently be accommodated on the small teaching carts in 
many of the classrooms. 
 
Title III immediately set about addressing faculty needs, working on those with the greatest 
interest first. As you can see from the list of faculty development offerings this Summer, the 
training offered was selected to meet faculty needs as expressed in the survey. 
 
In addition, Title III assisted in the selection of items for Skou 212 which was funded by a 
different source. Skou 212 now offers faculty the use of a Sympodium® and an Airliner® from 
Smart Ed Technologies. Training on these devices was offered prior to the start of Autumn 
Quarter.  A Sympodium® and an Airliner® are on loan though TELR’s SEED program.     
Dr. Debra Powell is testing the Sympodium® and Airliner® and will report on the 
effectiveness as teaching tools to TELR in December. 
 
 
Summer Training Report Summer Quarter, Title III hosted a number of 

successful workshops. Workshops included Digital Photography (more to follow), Carmen® 
Introduction for new users, Microsoft Office 2007 Excel®, Word®, Vox Proxy, Pinnacle® Video 
Editing, and Grant Writing. Training sessions were taught by faculty, the Title III Project 
Director, the Instructional Development Specialist, OSURF staff, Corporate and Foundation 
Relations staff and external consultants. The variety of training offered and the variety of 
trainers added to the faculty’s knowledge of software and hardware, and their uses for 
instruction. Sessions served as many as 13 faculty and as few as four with an average 
Summer Session attendance of seven faculty members.  
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Digital Photography with Ian Adams, professional garden photographer, was 

offered in August. Fifteen faculty and staff were enrolled in the course. Mr. Adams has 
published a number of garden photography books and offers a number of workshops 
throughout the year. He covered the use and care of the camera, how to frame shots, when 
to take the best advantage of natural light, how to use equipment such as tripods effectively, 
and how to manage and use digital photographs when they are completed. Participants, 
including both experienced and novice photographers, found the workshop useful, and all 
reported improving their photography skills. Mr. Adams took the time to personally 
comment on the work of each participant, and to answer specific questions about problems 
or situations faculty had encountered. The photograph below was taken by Larry Steward 
and was produced as a result of the workshop. 
 
 

 
 

Pampas in the Wilds of South Georgia. 
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Carmen  Training News This Autumn, Title III is coordinating with TELR to 

offer training on some of the more advanced features of Carmen®. Sessions are hands-on 
training geared to help faculty with managing large files and sharing data and images among 
courses. We will host TELR via web link in Halterman 124 on two consecutive Fridays, 
November 7 and 14 from 1-2:30 pm.  Faculty will learn to manage media files so students 
can access them through Carmen®. To register for one or both trainings, please email Lori 
Jones. jones.728@osu.edu 
 

November 7:   Media Manager:   
November 14:  Learning Object Repository and Advanced Content 

Conferences Attended 
 

Dr. Laura Deeter, Dr. Carri Gerber, and Dr. Debra Hoover attended the Desire2Learn Users 
Conference in July in Memphis.  Dr. Deeter and Dr. Gerber presented “Laughing or Crying: 
The Love/Hate Relationship of Course Development.” The session was well received by 
participants and covered the process of developing both blended and online courses in 
Carmen®. 
 
Dr. Nels Hansen and Paul Lee attended a workshop in Cleveland for GIS mapping software.  
The software is used for classroom instruction for Engineering Tech T225. 
 
Royce Thornton attended NACTA Conference at Utah State University and also discussed 
dairy distance education ideas with faculty in the animal science program at Brigham Young 
University Idaho and College of Southern Idaho.  
 
Alden Sewell attended the Campus Technology Conference in July in Boston. He networked 
with other system specialists and acquainted himself with best practices in instructional 
technology across the country. 
 

On October 17, The Ohio Association of Two-Year Colleges 41st Annual Conference was held 
at the Kent State University Tuscarawas campus. Technology Across the Curriculum was the 
theme for the conference.  Dr. Thom Janini presented “Communicating Chemistry with a 
Tablet PC.” 
 

Upcoming Conferences Presentations 
 

Noel-Levitz Title III and Title V Conference, Denver, November 4 

and 5, Dr. Steve Neal and Dr. Debra Hoover are presenting “Title III: Integrating 
Technology into the Learning Environment” at this national annual conference for grant 
directors and college administrators. Administrators and Directors will learn how to 
successfully navigate the latest compliance and application requirements for Title III and Title 
V funding while meeting grant goals at the fifth annual Symposium in Denver. 
 

Technology Resources For a technology review of Smartboards vs. 

Sympodiums, see a review published in Learning and Leading with 
Technology.http://www.iste.org/Content/NavigationMenu/Publications/LL/LLIssues/Volume
_32_2005_2004_/May_No_8_1/32856b.pdf   
 

As a reminder, the production PC is available for all faculty to use. Please contact Dr. Hoover 
if you would like to schedule to use it. 
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